
Having welding capabilities
on the truck can save time
and expense. 
Recently Spanish Lake Blacksmith and Farrier
Supply held a 5-hour hands on workshop on welding
techniques for farriers.  The workshop instructors
were Bob Kientzy of Kientzy
Welding and Fabrication, Mike
Crites of Werkman USA,
Chris Leija of Werkman USA
and Josh Conover of
Dynalloy Sure Step (composite
traction rod).

There were three
welding/forging
stations set up:

STATION #1:
MIG welding with shielding
gas, MIG welding with flux
core wire, TIG welding.

STATION #2: 
Oxy/Acetylene welding of
Werkman horseshoe inserts
and application of Sure Step
composite rod.

STATION #3: 
Applying Sure Step composite rod in a propane forge.

Basic welding information was shared about proper
settings on a MIG machine to achieve the best welds.
Mr. Kientzy pointed out if the farrier is welding in a
shop, gas shielded welding produces the cleanest

welds, but outside or in any windy condition using
flux core wire will give you the best results, although
more cleanup will be required.

Farriers were able to practice welding the Werkman
shoe inserts under the guidance of Mr. Kientzy.  One
MIG welder was set up with a mixture of 75%

Argon gas and 25% CO2
gas.  A second MIG welder
was set up with flux core
wire.  Farriers were able to
practice with both
machines.

Mr. Conover gave
instructions on proper
settings and safety
information on
Oxy/Acetylene welding.
In addition, attendees were
shown the proper
techniques for applying
Sure Step composite
traction rod to horseshoes.
Small tanks of Oxygen and
Acetylene may be a good
choice for farriers since
MIG welders may tax the
electrical panels of some
barn facilities.  

Mr. Conover demonstrated the application of Sure
Step composite rod (Drill Tek) using a propane forge.
This process is often a viable option for farriers.
Farriers were able to practice and refine their use of
this method.
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Professional farriers distinguish themselves in many
ways.  Some of the ways are by how well they keep
their vehicle and equipment, how they conduct
themselves with the animals in their care and with the
people who own, train or vet the horse, AND how
skilled they are in providing specialized shoes to
address any problem the horse has.

A professional is also set apart by their determination
to provide the horse with their best work.  That may
require investing additional time to forge or fabricate a
special shoe to make the horse more comfortable.

Forging and welding skills take an effort to develop.
Those farriers who invest the time are in high demand
and earn higher income. 

At Spanish Lake Blacksmith Shop we offer Shop Talk
sessions where farriers can practice forging and
welding techniques and share information with other
farriers.  These sessions are usually held over the
winter months and are free to all farriers.  We hope
you will take the time to join other professionals.

A schedule of our Shop Talk sessions for 2020 is being
planned now.  The dates, times and topics will be
printed in our Fall newsletter.

Why Take the
Time to Forge Shoe
Modifications 
or Weld Inserts?

We add new products to our
inventory when we believe
they will benefit farriers, or
our customers ask for them.
Here are some of the newest
items we have.

DELTA
CHALLENGER
The Delta Challenger
has a full toe for
longer wear and a
balanced shape which
means less time at the anvil,
they relieve pressure on the
sole, and the nail holes are
perfect for thin walled hooves.  TS7 is 7mm (1/4”)
thick for a lighter shoe.  TS8 is 8mm (5/16”).

EQUILIBRIUM BAR
SHOES
Aluminum bar shoes with
full roll from quarter to
quarter.  Available in Egg
bar, Heart bar and Straight
bar.

The open heel Equilibrium
Roller shoe is designed for horses
that require significant break over.

MUSTAD AND
CAPEWELL
ENDURA NAILS
Endura is a coating that
provides up to 30 percent
additional strength, so you
are able use a slimmer nail
where needed, and improves
nail driving and reduces hoof wall damage. 

Endura nails are designed for extreme conditions
and high-performance horses.
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